
 

 
Thank you and please enjoy these wines from your 2012 Quarter Three Vine Club pack!!! 

 

What a year it has been so far.  We have had a fantastic early spring, for the most part a comfortable and 

mostly dry summer (we had about 10 days that were pretty hot and no power for many of us that is still 

fresh in our minds though) and just an overwhelming positive feel here at Tarara.  

 

The third quarter is often our favorite one for many reasons.  When we start packing this wine we start 

realizing that we will be bottling some big reds and round whites soon, harvest is getting close and we 

realize it is the perfect time of year for some crisp summer sippers, BBQ wines and a time for some of the 

special bottles as we celebrate summer days with great friends.  It is a time to enjoy all! 

 

 

This Quarters Wine: 
 

 

1) Boneyard White 2011 -  The Boneyard series has received great reviews from everyone so far 

and the Boneyard White is really a wine we are extremely excited about this time of year.  

The Boneyard wines are all about taking our rebellious nature of feeling we can go against the 

grain and challenge tradition.  The wines are about understanding our past, but looking 

forward to what that has allowed us to do in the future.  They wines are made to be just 

awesome. 

 

While the 2011 vintage had its challenge with rain through September, a lot of the white 

varieties had great ripe flavors prior to the rain due to the fantastic summer we had.  This wine 

shows all the potential that 2011 had.  Grapes were harvested a touch earlier due to good 

flavors early on but they maintained a great freshness making this wine a great summer 

sipper. Or with lighter fish dishes, salads or just simple grilled garden veggies. 

 

The wine was mostly fermented cool in stainless steel to preserve acidity and freshness but a 

small portion of barrel fermented Viognier, Petit Manseng and Chardonnay were added to add 

an element of roundness and body.  This light straw colored wine is elegant and intense at the 

same time with citrus, floral and stone fruit characters held together with almost crunchy 

acidity and a long elegant finish.  It is best in its youth but it will also drink well for 4-5 years. 

 

2) Petit Manseng 2011 – There is probably no variety in the world more perplexing or interesting 

to us then Petit Manseng.  The 2010 vintage was the first time we ever used any of this variety 

and we quickly planted some in Nevaeh right after.  Generally we will likely use Petit 

Manseng as a blending variety at varying percentages to help with bright acidity, or gain body 

and also to offer some exotic fruit character.  We won’t normally look at it as a single variety 

though due to its inherently high potential alcohol and not wanting to make it into a sweeter 

wine. 

 

That said, as challenging as 2011 was for many varieties, it almost seemed a blessing from 

Petit Manseng.  The flavor characters reached the levels we wanted with stone fruit and even 

some exotic fruit notes, while the acidity came into a good level and the potential alcohol 

lowering from the rain.  It really was a strange phenomenon but we are thrilled with the 

results. 



 

The wine was predominately fermented and aged in stainless steel with only a couple barrels 

added in to add a touch of complexity and body.  The cool ferments in stainless steel were to 

preserve that bright character we learned to love about this vintage Petit Manseng.  A medium 

yellow wine with loads of stone fruit rose petal and even some papaya character on the nose 

leading to a crisp, medium body and long palate.  Just a truly enjoyable wine that can work as 

a simple summer sipper or as a main attraction with richer fish dishes in citrus sauces.  This is 

also a wine that should have a shocking aging ability.  It is delicious while fresh and bright, 

but due to the crisp acidity and abundance of fruit this wine will also do well in the cellar for 

5-8 years. 

 

3) Nevaeh White 2010 – What can we say about this wine other then it is clearly one of our 

favorites.  It is our Estate Vineyard white blend that we always want to hold on a pedestal.  

The Viognier comes from the Pond Block which is known for being a little cooler then the 

other two blocks and has more sandy soils allowing for great drainage and a little longer 

growing season leading to riper fruit characters.  This blended with the Chardonnay from our 

Hill Block #2 because of the vibrant minerality coming from the limestone rich soil and ripe 

flavors from abundant sunshine on this south facing slope.  Combined with the wind keeping 

the fruit clean and ready to hang until optimal maturity this wine becomes one known for 

intensity and ripeness at the same time as being very elegant each year. 

 

The 2010 vintage was definitely the easiest going we have had in that we could let this fruit 

hang until exactly when we felt the flavor development was best for harvesting.  The resulting 

wine is slightly higher in alcohol and fuller then most vintages but still shows that Nevaeh 

tell-tale ripeness meets elegance.  This vintage is also higher in Chardonnay percentage since 

we had some hail in July that held the Viognier back a bit but leaving the remaining fruit to 

have incredible intensity. 

 

This deep straw to golden colored wine is intense.  The nose shoots from the glass with loads 

of peach, violet, persimmon and baked pear notes.  The palate shows it 10 months in Jupilles 

forest oak through its round structure and full body showing off ripe fruit and even some 

cinnamon spice notes.  The wine finishes forever.  We recommend drinking the 2010 Nevaeh 

fairly young while the fruit is still abundant.  If you still have some 2009, drink this one with 

some rich fish or Mill Creek Farms Roasted Pork Tenderloin while you wait for the 2009 to 

hit peak maturity in a couple of years. 

 

 

 

 

Salute, 

 

 

 

 

Jordan Harris – Winemaker           Tim Kish – Assistant Winemaker        Kim Parker – Vine Club Manager  


